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Abst ract - -The  asymptotic and oscillatory behavior of solutions of some general second-order 
nonlinear difference equations of the form 
A(anh(Y,',+I)AYn) + pnAyn + qn+lf(Ya(,',+l)) = O, n E Z, 
is studied. Oscillation criteria for their solutions, when {p,~} is of constant sign, are established. 
Results are also presented for the damped-forced quation 
A(anh(yn+l)Ayn) + pnAyn + qn+lf(Ya(n+l)) = en,, n e Z. 
Examples are inserted in the text for illustrative purposes. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the nonlinear difference quations, with deviating arguments, of 
the type 
A(anh(yn+l )hyn)  "4-pnAyn + qn+lf(Ya(n+l)) "= O, n E Z. (1) 
Here, A is the forward difference operator defined by Ayn = Yn+l - Yn, Z = {0, 1, 2, . . .  } and the 
real sequences {an}, {Pn}, {qn}, {a(n)} and the functions f, h satisfy the following conditions: 
(C1) an > O, qn >- 0 for all n > N E Z and {qn} is not zero for infinitely many values of n, 
(C2) {a(n)} is a given monotone increasing sequence of integers uch that a(n) --* c~ as n --* oo, 
(C3) f ,  h : R --* R = (-c~, c~) are continuous, f is nondecreasing such that uf (u )  > 0 for all 
u ~ 0 and h(u) > 0 for all u. 
By a solution of (1) we mean a real sequence {Yn}, n E Z which satisfies (1) and eventually 
does not vanish. As usual, a solution of (1) is said to be oscillatory if it is not eventually of one 
sign. Otherwise, it is called nonoscillatory. 
In recent years there has been increasing interest in the study of the qualitative behavior of 
solutions of equations of the type (1), see, e.g., [1-19] and the references cited therein. It is 
important o study second-order nonlinear difference quations in view of their applications as 
described in [20]. 
In Section 2 we present some criteria which guarantee that every solution {Yn} of (1) is either 
osciUatory or is such that Yn -"* 0 monotonically as n --* c~. These criteria are applicable when 
the damping coefficient {pn} is eventually of one sign. We also establish conditions which are 
sufficient for the oscillation of all solutions of (1). The forced difference quation 
A(anh(yn+l )Ayn)  + pnAyn + qn+lf(Y,~(n+l)) = en, n E Z, (2) 
Typ~t  by ~TEX 
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where {qn} is of arbitrary sign, is considered in Section 3. Some results are obtained which 
ensure that either the sequence {Ay,} corresponding to any solution {Yn} oscillates or Yn --* 0 
monotonically as n --* co. Examples and some specific comparisons with previous works are also 
included in this paper. 
Thus, the present work is an attempt to make a systematic study of some general second-order 
difference equations of the type (I and 2). This study has been motivated by the results, given 
in [14,15,21]. For general background on difference equations, one can refer to [1,22]. 
2. OSCILLATION CRITERIA FOR (1) 
Throughout this section the damping coet~cient {Pn } is assumed to be eventually nonnegative 
unless otherwise stated. It is also assumed that h(u) ~ c > 0 for all u. We give only the proof of 
Theorem 1, and the details of the proofs of the remaining theorems follow by similar arguments 
and closely looking at the proofs of the main results given in [14,151 . 
THEOREM I. Suppose that 
can - Pn > O, for n _> No E Z, where 0 < c < h(u), for a/l u, (3) 
and that there exists a positive rea/sequence {/On} such that 
A/3n S 0, A(p~/3n+l) _< 0, and A(a~A/3~) > 0, n > No. (4) 
H 
oo 
Z qn+l~n+l ---- C<~, 
n= No 
oo 1 n-1 ) 
(Z  q.+1~.+1 =00, 
n=No anon \s=No 
(S) 
(6) 
then, every solution {0n } of equation (i) is either oscilhtory or 0n --* 0 monotonically as n --* co. 
PROOF. Let {0,} be a nonoscillatory solution of (1), which we may assume (and do) to be even- 
tually positive. We consider the following three possible cases concerning the behavior of {A0n }. 
CASE 1. {A0n } is oscillatory, in which case there exists an integer N1 >_ No E Z such that either 
A01v~ < 0 or AONI = 0. First, suppose that AON~ < 0. Then, from (1) we get 
A(aN~ h(ONI+I)AON~)AON~ = --PN~ (AONI)2 _ qNx+lf(Oa(N~+I))AONI > --PN1 (AONI)2, 
since--qNI+lf(Oa(N,+I))AON1 > 0. Hence, 
aNx+lh(ONt+2)AON * AONI+I > aN, h(yNl+l) (AONx)2 _ PN1 (AONI)2 > (C.aN1 _ PNI )(AON1 )2 > 0, 
from which it follows that AON~+X < 0. By induction, we have 
Ayn < 0, for all n _> NI. 
If AyN I = 0 we can easily conclude, using (I), that AONI% 1 < 0 and hence, as before Ay~ < 0 
for all n > N1. Consequently, {Ayn} cannot be oscillatory. 
CASE 2. AYn > 0 for n > NI for some NI ~ No E Z. Define 
z. = 
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where vn = a,~h(i/n+i)Ai/n. Note, that Zn > 0. By using (I) it is easy to verify that 
Azn = -qn+l~n+l Pn~n+lAi/n VnA~n ~nvnAf(i/a(n)) 
f(i/.(n+1)) Jr f(i/~(n+l)) f(i/.(n+l))f(i/.(n))' 
from which we obtain 
~tZn <_ --qn+l~n+l, for n > N1. 
Summing the last inequality from N1 to n, we obtain 
(7) 
~t 
E q,+l~s+l ~ ZN1 - -  
s=N1 
Zn+ 1 <: ZNI < 00, 
which contradicts (5). 
CASE 3. Ayn < 0 for n > N1 _> No E Z. In this case limn-.oo I/n = b > 0. We claim that b = 0. 
Suppose that b > 0. Define 
Un = ]~nanh(yn+l)Ai/n, for n > N1. 
Then, for n _> N1 we have 
Aun = --]~n+ lPnAi /n  -- qn+l~n+lf(~/#(n+l))  anh(i/n+ l )Ai/nA/~n. (8) 
Hence, for n > N1 we have 
n-I n-I n-1 
Un = l~N 1 -- E ~s+lpsAI/s- E qs+l~s+lf(i/~('+l)) "{- E amh(i/'+l)Ai/sA~s 
8=N1 8=N1 s=N1 
n-1 n-1 
= ~Na -- ~ ~s+lpsAi/s --/(i/~(n+l)) ~ qs+l~.+l 
m=Nl 8=N1 
n-1 [~_~ n-1 
Jr E f(i/.(.+l)) qt+l]~t+l -[- E ash(i/'+l)Ai/sA~s" 
m=Nl tffiNl s fN l  
Since {I/n} is positive and decreasing and h is positive and continuous, there exist a positive 
constant K and an integer N2 >_ N1 such that 0 < h(i/n+l) <_ K for all n > N2. Hence, 
n-1 
Un <~ UN2 "[- ~N~+lPN2I/N2 -- f(i/u(n+l)) E qs+l~s+l  - -  KaN2A~N2I/N2. 
8=N2 
So, for n ~ N2, we have 
n--1 
un <_ M - f(b) E q.+l]~.+l, 
sfN2 
where .~ = UN2 + ~N2+IPN2YN2 -- KaN2A~N2YN2. In view of (5), it is possible to choose a 
sufficiently large integer N3 such that, for all n ~ Nz >_ N2 
n-1 
< f(b) E qs+l~e+l ,  
- 2 s=Ns 
or 
f(b) 1 n-I 
2 anon E qs+l~s+l. ~tffiffiN$ 
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Hence, 
Ay n < f(b) 1 n-I 
- 2K ani3n (Z  q,+I/3.+i] •
\8:N3 
Summing the last inequality from Nz to n - 1, using (6) we obtain y~ --. -c~ as n --* co which 
is impossible since Yn > 0 for n --* oo. 
The following examples are illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the difference quations 
n+l  A A(n(n + 1)(n + 2)Ayn) + ~ Yn + qnf(YaCn+l)) = 0, (9) 
n+l  A k ('("2"2(n -{- 1 )3"+ 2'n -['- 2) (1 -]" y2+1) myn -~--~ mynq-qnf(~a(n+l))=O' (10) 
where {a(n)} is a nondecreasing sequence of integers uch that liran-~o, a(n + 1) = oo, q, = 
[a(n+ 1)]a(1 +n-S), and f(u) = [u[a sgnu, a > 0. We take/3n = 1. If 
n--1 
E[O'(S + 1)1 a = O ( ,2) ,  
$=1 
then, all conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied for the equations (9) and (10). Hence, every 
solution {Yn} of equation (9) or (10) is either oscillatory or Yn --* 0 monotonically as n --* oo. 
REMARK 1. Theorem 1 generMizes Theorem 1 given in [14]. Further, one is tempted to believe 
that if we replace condition (6) by the stronger condition 
o= 1 
.=~xanOn =oo, (11) 
then, the conditions (5) and (11) may ensure the oscillation of equation (1). In fact it is not 
enough, since if we take a >_ 4 and 13n = 1/n 2, the hypotheses ofTheorem 1 and condition i l l )  are 
satisfied for equation (9). Therefore, we need further estriction on the functions in equation (1). 
In the following theorem we establish sufficient conditions for equation (1) to be oscillatory 
subject o the conditions: 
f is a nondecreasing function on R, and 
/: o ~ dU < eo and j_~ 7~ du > -oo, for all a > 0. 
(12) 
(13) 
THEOREM 2. Assume that a(n) < n and let the conditioas (3), (11), (12), and (13) hold. Farther, 
suppose there exists a positive real sequence {~n} such that (4) and (5) are satisfied, then every 
eolution of equation (1) is osdUatory. 
The following corollary is immediate. 
COROLLARY 3. Let conditions (12) and (13) of Theorem 2 be replaced by 
0 < h(u) <_ C, for at/u, and (14) 
~ du ; du 
0f-~<oo and af- -~>-co'  foralla>O. (15) 
Then, every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the difference equations (9) and (10) with q, = n and 0 < a < 1. Let 
~n = 1/n(n + 1). Then, all solutions of equation (9) are oscillatory by Theorem 2 and all bounded 
solutions of equation (10) are oscillatory by Corollary 3. 
REMARK 2. It may be pointed out that Theorem 2 is concerned only with the oscillatory behavior 
of sublinear difference equations and it is not applicable to linear or superlinear cases. The 
following example illustrates this fact. 
The difference equation 
A(n(n+l ) (n+2)Ay ,~)+nAyn+(n+2) (n+l )a - l l yn+l lasgnyn+l  =0,  n_> 1, 
where a > 1, admits a nonoscillatory solution {Yn} = {l/n} which is such that Yn -4 0 monoton- 
ically as n --* co. We note that all the hypotheses ofTheorem 2 are satisfied with ~,~ = 1 /n(n+l )  
except he condition (3). 
Now, we establish two results for the strongly superlinear equation of type (1). Note, that 
equation (1) is strongly superlinear if f and h are such that 
f ~ h(u) . h( , )  ~-~ au < co and oo f (u)  du > -c~, for any a > 0. (16) 
THEOREM 4. Suppose a(n) < n and let (3), (12), and (16) hold. Farther, let there exist a 
positive real sequence {/3n} such that 
AZ,, _> O, A(p,,X~.+x) _< 0 and A(a~(.)A/3.) _< O, for a//n _> No e Z. (17) 
If, in addition, conditions (5) and (6) are satisfied, then every solution {Yn} of equation (1) is 
either oscillatory or Yn --* 0 monotonically as n -~ oo. 
REMARK 3. Theorem 4 generalizes Theorem 2 in [14]. 
EXAMPLE 3. The solutions of the difference equation 
1 A I 1) yn5+l = 0, n > I, ((1 + yX+I) ay.)  + y. + n(n + 
are either oscillatory or tend to zero as n --* co by Theorem 4. Here, Theorem 1 fails since the 
condition (5) is not satisfied for any {/~n} satisfying the condition (4). 
THEOREM 5. Let a(n) < n and assume that conditions (3), (I2), and (16) hold. Suppose there 
exists a positive reM sequence {13, } which satisaes (5) and is such that 
A/3n > 0 and A(aa(n)A~n) <_ O, for n > No E Z. 
I f  the condition 
I 1 -  = co, (18) 
n=No ~"  Ls=No 
holds, then every solution of equation (1) is oscillatory. 
REMARK 4. Theorem 5 generalizes Theorem 2 in [15]. In Theorem 5 if we choose h(u) ~ 1, 
Pn = 0, an = 1, a(n) = n, ~n = n, and f (u)  = u a, where a > 1 is the ratio of positive odd 
integers, then it reduces to Theorem 1 in [5]. Moreover, Theorem 5 reduces to Theorem 2 in [6] 
if we let h(u) = 1, Pn = O, a(n) = n, and 
n-1 1 
~. = ~-~-- 
s=O as" 
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EXAMPLE 4. The difference quation 
A ((1 + Y.+X) AYn) + Ay.  + (8n - 2)~Sn+ 1 = 0 ,  n ~ 2, (19) 
n 
has an oscillatory solution {y.) = {(-1)n).  All the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied if we 
choose ~n -= 1. Note, that all conditions of Theorem 4 are also satisfied for the equation (19). 
In the following two theorems we take a(n) = n and we allow Pn to be nonpositive. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that p. <_ O, a(n) = n, and that condition (3) holds. Further, let 
fa ~ du /_-a du 
f(u) < oo and ~ > -c0,  for a / /a  > 0, (20) 
oo f (u)  
and let there exist a positive rea/sequence {/~n} such that 
A~.  < 0, A(P.~n+I) >_ 0, and A(anA~n) >_ O, (21) 
for a / /n  > No 6 Z. H the conditions (5) and (6) hold, then every solution {Yn} of equation (1) 
is either osdllatory or Yn --* 0 monotonically as n --* co. 
The next result constitutes an oscillation criterion for equation (1). 
THEOREM 7. /n the hypotheses of Theorem 6 let condition (6) be replaced by (18). Then, every 
solution of eqt~tion (1) is oscfl/atory. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the difference quations 
A(( I  + y~+1) Ay.) - (2n+ 1 + n~'),',y,, + I~,,+II" sgay,,+l =o,  






n >_ 2, and (22) 
n _> 2, (23) 
a > 0. Here, we choose ~. = 1 and note the following. 
The equation (23) is oscillatory by Theorem 7. 
Theorem 6 is not applicable to equation (22) if a < 1, since the condition (20) is violated. 
Theorem 6 fails to apply to the equation (22) if a = 3, since the condition A(pn~n) >_ 0 
for n >__ No, is not fulfilled. One can easily verify that, when a = 3, {y.} = {in - 1)} is a 
nonoscillatory solution for (22). 
Theorem 1 in [5] and Theorem 2 in [6] fail to apply to equation (22) since h(u) ~ 1 and 
p,, ~ o. 
Now, we discuss the oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of solutions of equation (1) subject 
to the following assumption on f: 
f(u) - f (v )=g(u ,v ) (u -v ) ,  for u•v ,  
where g is a nonnegative function such that 
g(u, v) > u > o, 
h(~) 
for u, v # 0. (24) 
THEOREM 8. A~ume that a(n) < n and Pn > 0 for all n E Z. In addition to (3) and (24), 
suppose there exists a positive rea/sequence {;3.} such that 
Aft. > 0 and A(p.f l .+l)  _< 0, for n >_ No e Z. (25) 
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If the conditions 
[q J (2el = oo,  
n----No 
and (6) are satisfied, then every solution {!In} of equation (1) is either oscillatory or Yn --' 0 
monotonically as n --* oo. 
REMARK 5. In case h(u) = 1 and c(n) -- n, Theorem 8 reduces to Theorem 3 in [14]. 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the difference equation 
A((I  2 1 
+ U.+l) Ay . )  + + - -  
1 3 
n(n + I) (~/n+l J¢" ~In+1) = O, n _> I. (27) 
The equation (27) is oscillatory by Theorem 8 by taking/3n = n while the Theorems 1-7 are not 
applicable. 
Our final result of this section is an oscillation criterion for equation (1) which can be easily 
proved. 
THEOREM 9. Let the condition (6) in the hypotheses of Theorem 8 be replaced by (18). Then, 
all solutions of equation (1) are oscillatory. 
REMARK 7. If h(u) - 1 and u(n) = n, then Theorem 9 reduces to a special case of Theorem 5 
in [15]. 
3. OSCILLAT ION CRITERION 
FOR DAMPED FORCED EQUATION 
In this section we discuss the damped-forced quation with deviating argument of the form 
A(anh(yn+l)Ayn) q-pnAyn -l- qn÷lf(~]u(n÷l)) : en, ~, E Z, (2) 
where the real sequences (an}, {Pn}, {qn}, {en}, and {u(n)} and the functions f and h are 
defined as earlier. When {qn} is of varying sign we are not aware of any result regarding the 
oscillatory and asymptotic behavior of equation (2). 
THEOREM 10. Suppose that there exists a positive sequence {/3n} such that the conditions (4)- 
(6) hold. Further, let 
O0 
/3,+1]enl < eo. (28) 
n--No 
I[ {yn} is any solution of equation (2), then either {Ayn} is ascii/story or Yn --* 0 as n --* oo. 
PROOF. Suppose that equation (2) has a nonosciUatory solution {Yn}, which we assume to be 
eventually positive. If {Ayn} is not oscillatory, then it must be of one sign. Consider first the 
following case. 
CASE 1. Ay,~ > 0 for n _> N1 for some integer N1 _> No E Z. For the function zn defined in the 
proof of Theorem 1 (Case 2), we get the following: 
AZn = --qn+I/~n+l f(Yu(n÷l)) f(~,(n÷l)) "}" f(~],(n÷l)) ' 
from which in view of the hypotheses, it follows that 
~n÷len 
Azn < -qn÷1~nd-1 "i- f(~u(n÷l))' for n ~ N1. 
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Since {Y.} is nondecreasing for n > N1, there exists an integer N2 _> N1 and a constant b such 
that V¢(,) >- b for n > N2. Thus, 
1 
AZ. <_ --qn+l~.+l + f--~/~,+lle,[, 
oo 
z. ~M-  E qs+l~,+l ,  
s=N2 
n~Nz,  or 
where 
1 
M = ZN2 + ~ o~/~,+xle, I. 
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 1 (Case 2) and hence is omitted. Now, we 
consider the following case. 
CASE 2. Ay, < 0 for n > N1. Consider the function un defined in the proof of Theorem 1 
(Case 3) and get 
AU. = --~.+lq.+lf(Yc,(n+l)) -- ~.+lp.A~,* +/~+le. + a~h(y.+l)AV.A/9.. 
Condition (5) implies that there exists an integer N2 ~ N1 such that 
N~-I  rt 
E q.+1~,+1 =0 and E qs+l~J+l > 0, 
s-----Nt s:Ns 
for n > Nz. 
As was done in the proof of Theorem 1 (Case 3), we obtain 
n-1  . -1  
un <_ M1 + E ~'+llesl- f(I/.(.+1)) E q.+1~.+l 
s----N2 s=N2 
. -1  n - I  
_< M1 + E ~,+l[e,[- f(b) E qs+l~,+l, 
s=N~ .:=Ns 
where b = limn-,oo V-. By (5) and (28) there exists an integer N3 >_ N2 such that 
. -1  
< -f(b.__..)) ~ qs+l~s+1, for n > N3. 
stuNs 
The rest of the proof follows that for Theorem 1 (Case 3) and hence the details are omitted. 
For illustrative purposes we consider the following examples. 
EXAMPLE 7. Consider the difference quation 
A(nAv.) + + (-I)") sgn V,(.+I) 
= e -a~("+l) ~ + (-1)" + (n + 2)e-("+2)(e - 1) 2 - e-("+l)(e - 1), n >_ 1, (29) 
where {a(n)} is any nondecreasing sequence of integers such that ~(n) --, co as n -4 co. We take 
a > 0 and/~n = 1. All the hypotheses of Theorem 10 are satisfied and hence the conclusion of 
Theorem 10 holds. It is easily verified that {y,} = {e -n} is a solution of (34) which tends to 
zero monotonically as n --* co. 
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EXAMPLE 8. The  difference equation 
4(-11- o(-1)" 
A2yn+ Ayn+ 2- ( - -1 )  "yn-2 = ~ n'2 ' n_> 1, (30) 
has the nonosci l latory solut ion {y,}  = {2 - ( -1 ) "}  for which the sequence (Ayn} = {2( -1 ) "}  is 
oscil latory. The hypotheses of Theorem 10 are satisfied w i th /3 ,  = 1. 
We believe that  none of the known criter ia is appl icable to equat ions (29) and (30). The 
following corol lary is immediate.  
COROLLARY 11. Suppose that e, = 0 and let (6) in the hypotheses of Theorem 10 be replaced 
by (18). Then, for every solution {y,} of Theorem 10, the sequence {Ay,}  is oscillatory. 
We conclude this paper  with the following example. 
EXAMPLE 9. The difference quat ion 
4 ( -1 ) "  
A2u" + [2 - ( -x ) - ]  u . -2  = 0, n _> 1, (31) 
has a nonosciUatory solution {Yn} = {2 - (-I)"} with {Ayn} = {2(-I)"} which is oscillatory. 
Note that all the conditions of Corollary 11 are satisfied for/3n = 1. 
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